Abstract: Software systems usually operate in a dynamic context where their requirements change continuously and new requirements emerge frequently. A single requirement hardly exists in isolation: it is related to other requirements and to the software development artifacts that implement it. When a requirements change is introduced, the requirements engineer may have to manually analyze all requirements and architectural elements for a single change. This may result in neglecting the actual impact of a change. We aim at improving change impact analysis in software architecture for requirements changes by using formal semantics of requirements relations, requirements changes and traces between Requirements & Architecture. In our previous work we presented a technique for change impact analysis in requirements. The technique uses the formal semantics of requirements relations and changes. Its output is a set of candidate requirements for the impact with proposed changes and a propagation path in the requirements model. In this paper we present a complementary technique which propagates requirements changes to software architecture and finds out which architectural elements are impacted by these changes. The formalization of requirements relations, changes and traces between R&A is used to determine candidate architectural elements for the impact of requirements changes in the architecture. The tool support is an extension of our Tool for Requirements Inferencing and Consistency Checking (TRIC). Our approach helps in the elimination of some false positive impacts in change propagation. We illustrate our approach in an industrial example which shows that the formal semantics of requirements relations, changes and traces enables the identification of candidate architectural elements with the reduction of some false positive impacts.
Introduction
Today's software systems usually operate in a dynamic business context where business goals often change. As a result, the requirements of software systems change continuously and new requirements emerge frequently. The integration of the new requirements and the adaptations to the deployed software systems are costly and time consuming. A single requirement hardly exists in isolation: it is related to other requirements and to the software development artifacts that implement it. Thus, even a simple change in a single requirement may have a significant effect on the whole system. Determining such an effect is usually referred to as change impact analysis. In this paper we focus on change impact analysis in software architecture for requirements changes.
The need for change impact analysis is observed in both requirements and software architecture. When a change is introduced to a requirement, the requirements engineer needs to find out if any other requirement related to the changed requirement is impacted. After determining the impacted requirements, the software architect needs to identify the impacted architectural elements by tracing the changed requirements to software architecture. It is hard, expensive and error prone to manually trace impacted requirements and architectural elements from the changed requirements. Several commercial tools such as IBM RequisitePro and DOORS use semi-structured format of requirements documents and traces between Requirements (R) and Architecture (A) with support for automatic change impact analysis. Although these tools capture requirements relations and traces between R&A (and also other artifacts) explicitly, the meaning of these relations and traces is often too general and the analysis results may be deficient [10] . For instance, when a requirement is changed in RequisitePro, all reachable elements are considered potentially impacted. The relation types (tracedTo and tracedFrom) provided by RequisitePro indicate only the direction of the relations and traces without their actual meaning. By using only the transitive closure of relations and traces, the software architect may conclude that all architectural elements are impacted. Without any additional semantic information about the requirements relations, changes, and traces, change impact analysis may produce a high number of false positive impacts. This situation is explained by Bohner [1] [2] [3] as explosion of impacts without semantics. It is concluded that change impact analysis must employ additional semantic information to increase the accuracy by eliminating false positives [2] .
In our previous work [24] [22], we use a representation of requirements and relations among them as models conforming to a requirements metamodel. The metamodel contains concepts commonly found in the literature and that reflect how most requirements documents are structured. The main elements in the metamodel are requirements relations and their types. The semantics of these elements is given in First Order Logic (FOL) and allows two activities. First, new relations among requirements can be inferred from the initial set of relations.
Second, requirements models can be automatically checked for consistency of the relations. The tool for Requirements Inferencing and Consistency Checking (TRIC) [24] [55] is developed to support both activities. The details about the metamodel, the semantics and the tool are already reported in our previous paper [24] . As a continuum, we presented another approach [21] that provides trace establishment between R&A by using architecture verification together with the semantics of requirements relations and traces. We use a trace metamodel with commonly used trace types. The semantics of traces is formalized in FOL.
Software architectures are expressed in the Architecture Analysis and Design
Language (AADL) [48] . AADL is provided with a formal semantics expressed in Maude [43] [42] which allows simulation and verification of architectures. We use semantics of requirements relations and traces to both generate/validate traces and generate/validate requirements relations. The approach is supported with a tool.
We extended our results with a technique [20] for change impact analysis in requirements models. The technique uses the formal semantics of requirements relations and a classification of requirements changes. Three activities for impact analysis in requirements models are supported. First, the requirements engineer proposes changes according to the change classification before implementing the actual changes. Second, the requirements engineer identifies the propagation of the changes to related requirements. Possible alternatives in the propagation are determined based on the semantics of change types and requirements relations.
Third, possible contradicting changes are identified. TRIC is extended to support these activities. The tool automatically determines change propagation paths, checks consistency of the changes, and suggests alternatives for implementing the changes. There are different rationales for requirements changes (e.g., refactoring and domain changes). Our focus is the requirements changes fostered by the evolution of the business needs since they have an impact on other software development artifacts such as software architecture, detailed design and source code. We name these changes as domain changes [20] .
The output of the change impact analysis approach in requirements models is a set of impacted requirements with proposed changes and a propagation path in the requirements model. The next step is to find out which architectural elements are impacted by these requirements changes. The software architect needs to decide which impacted requirement(s) in the propagation path should be traced to architecture to determine impacted architectural elements. In this paper we present a rule-based change impact analysis approach for software architecture using the formal semantics of requirements relations, changes, and traces between R&A. By having the formal semantics, we derive change impact rules to identify which parts of the architecture are candidate to be impacted by a requirements change.
Our approach is automatic. It traverses the change propagation path in the requirements model to determine which impacted requirement(s) is traced to architecture. It helps in the elimination of some false positive impacts. We have extended TRIC for the tool support. We use AADL to model the architecture but our approach is independent of any architecture modeling approach. The architecture can be expressed with any other ADL or more generic notations such as UML. We only require traces between R&A. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces an illustrative industrial example used in the following sections. In Section 3, we illustrate an example impact analysis with and without using semantics. Section 4 briefly introduces the elements of the requirements and trace metamodels. Section 5 presents the change classification in requirements. In Section 6, we summarize our change impact analysis approach in requirements. Although Sections 4, 5 and 6 are already given in our previous work, they are needed for understanding our approach. Section 7 explains our rule-based change impact analysis approach in architecture. The tool support is given in Section 8. In Section 9, we discuss our approach. Section 10 presents the related work and we conclude the paper in Section 11.
Running Example: Remote Patient Monitoring System
The approach will be illustrated with the Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM) system example. The RPM system was developed by a Dutch company and had already been implemented and running when we started studying the system. It has the following stakeholders: patients, doctors, and a system administrator. The main goal is to enable monitoring the patients' conditions such as blood pressure, heart rate, and temperature. For instance, a patient carries a sensor for measuring the body temperature and the values are transmitted to a central storage system. Table 1 gives some of the requirements for the system. Table 1 Some of the Requirements for the RPM System R1 The system shall measure temperature from a patient.
R2
The system shall measure blood pressure from a patient.
R3
The system shall measure blood pressure and temperature from a patient.
R4
The system shall store patient temperature measured by the sensor in the central storage.
R5
The system shall store patient blood pressure measured by the sensor in the central storage.
R6
The system shall store data measured by sensors in the central storage.
R7
The system shall warn the doctor when the temperature threshold is violated.
R8
The system shall generate an alarm if the temperature threshold is violated.
R9
The system shall show the doctor the temperature alarm at the doctors' computers.
R10
The system shall store all generated temperature alarms in a central storage.
R11
The system shall enable the doctor to set the temperature threshold for a patient.
R12
The system shall enable the doctor to retrieve all stored temperature measurements for a patient.
R13
The system shall enable the doctor to retrieve all stored temperature alarms for a patient.
R14
The system shall store patient temperature measured by the sensor in the central storage and it shall warn the doctor when the temperature threshold is violated.
R15
The system shall store patient Central Venous Pressure (CV Pressure) measured by the sensor in the central storage.
In the paper we use some requirements changes for the RPM system. These changes are derived from the experience of the software engineer involved in the RPM system development. The RPM architecture is constructed by reverse engineering the source code. Figure 1 gives the overview of the RPM architecture in AADL. The explanation of the component abbreviations is given in Appendix 1. The reader is referred to Appendix 2 for the AADL graphical notation. 
The Importance of Semantics for Change Impact Analysis
The main challenge in change impact analysis is to find exactly the elements that need a change and to minimize the number of false positives. Figure 2 gives part of the RPM requirements and architecture with some trace links modeled in IBM RequisitePro. There are 'traced to' relations between requirements and 'traced from' relations connecting architectural components to the requirements they implement. R3 gives two system properties (Measuring patient's blood pressure and Measuring patient's temperature). Assume a change request for introducing a new constraint "applying the so called oscillometric method" to the property "Measuring patient's blood pressure" in R3. After R3 is updated by adding the new constraint, the property becomes the following: "The system should measure the blood pressure from the patient by applying the so called oscillometric method". By following direct and indirect relations without their meaning, it is found that all requirements (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 and R6) and architectural elements (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6) are suspects for the impact. implements the impacted property "Measuring patient's blood pressure" in R3 and
R2 while SD_TEMPERATURE implements a different property "Measuring
Temperature" in R3. Therefore, SD_BLOOD is the only candidate for the impact in the architecture. If the (semi-)automatic change impact analysis does not utilize semantic information as described above, the software architect has to make the reasoning by himself.
Modeling Requirements and Traces
In this section we give a brief description of our requirements and trace metamodels. Figure 3 shows the trace metamodel together with parts of the requirements and architecture metamodels. We use AADL to specify architectural models. A fragment of the AADL metamodel is given at the bottom of Figure 3 .
Figure 3
Requirements, Trace and Architecture Metamodels [21] Our requirements metamodel contains common entities identified in the literature for requirements models. In order to construct our requirements metamodel we investigated and benefited from several approaches which are commonly used to define and represent requirements: goal-oriented [54] [40], aspect-driven [47] , variability management [38] , use-case [9] , domain-specific [44] [33], and reuse-driven techniques [36] . The main elements in the requirements metamodel are Requirement and Relationship (see Figure 3) . The metamodel defines the Requirement entity with its attributes and relations between requirements. Based on [49] we define a requirement as follows:
• Definition 1. Requirement: A requirement is a description of a system property or properties which need to be fulfilled.
We identified five types of relations: requires, refines, partially refines, contains, and conflicts. In the literature, these relations are informally defined as follows.
• Definition 2. Requires relation: A requirement R 1 requires a requirement R 2 if R 1 is fulfilled only when R 2 is fulfilled.
• Definition 3. Refines relation: A requirement R 1 refines a requirement R 2 if R 1 is derived from R 2 by adding more details to its properties.
• Definition 4. Contains relation: A requirement R 1 contains requirements R 2 ... R n if R 2 ... R n are parts of the whole R 1 (part-whole hierarchy).
• Definition 5. Partially refines relation: A requirement R 1 partially refines a requirement R 2 if R 1 is derived from R 2 by adding more details to properties of R 2 and excluding the unrefined properties of R 2 .
• Definition 6. Conflicts relation: A requirement R 1 conflicts with a requirement R 2 if the fulfillment of R 1 excludes the fulfillment of R 2 and vice versa.
We modeled the RPM textual requirements and their relations in TRIC according to the semantics of the relation types. Figure 4 gives an instance of the requirements metamodel for R5 and R15 (R15 refines R5). semantics of traces, the reader is referred to our previous work [21] . In this paper we will use the informal definitions given above.
1 http://people.svv.lu/goknil/supplementary/SupplementaryMaterialA.pdf
Classification of Changes in Requirements
Our approach uses a classification of requirements changes. Requirements changes are analyzed and classified based on an assumption about a very general structure of a textual requirement. The change types are formalized by giving their effects in terms of changes in the formula that represents a requirement. The complete formal semantics of the change types and their rationale can be found in Supplementary Material B 2 and in our previous paper [20] .
Structure of a Textual Requirement
We need to consider a general enough structure of a requirement to determine the granularity of changes that can be applied. Our definition of a requirement is "a textual requirement is a description of a property or properties which must be exhibited by the system" (see Figure 6 ). 
R2
We can identify the following structure of R2 by following Figure 6 :
The system shall provide the functionality of measuring data from a patient.
Constraint:
The measured data is patient's blood pressure.
Change Types for Requirements Models
The change types for requirements models are derived from the structure in Figure   6 and from the requirements metamodel in Figure 3 (see Table 2 ). The change types in Table 2 do not address why a change needs to be performed in the requirements model, that is, what is the rationale of changes. The change rationale is important. It is a factor in identifying impacted architectural elements. In our approach we take the following definitions for the types of change rationale:
Refactoring. Refactoring is a change (changes) to improve the structure of the requirements model without modifying the overall system properties [15] . These changes do not affect the properties in the whole model.
Domain
Changes. Domain changes are the changes in order to modify the overall system properties in the requirements model. These changes do affect the properties in the whole requirements model.
Semantics of Requirements Changes
In this section we sketch the formalization of requirements with the semantics of the change "Add Constraint to Property of Requirement".
Formalization of Requirements
We assume the general notion of requirement being "a property which must be exhibited by a system". We express the property as a formula P in FOL. We assume that requirements can always be expressed in the universal fragment of FOL and a requirement is expressed as a formula x with in conjunctive normal form (CNF). If the formula is a closed formula, then the universal quantifiers can be dropped. It is also possible that the formula contains free variables.
According to the model theoretic semantics of FOL, the truth value of P is determined in a model M by using an interpretation for the function and predicate symbols in P.
Let F be a set of function symbols and P a set of predicate symbols, each symbol with a fixed arity. A model M of the pair (F, P) consists of the following items [29] :
• a non-empty set A, the universe of concrete values
• for each P P with n arguments, a set P M A n .
A satisfaction relation between the model M and the formula P holds:
(1) M |= l P if P evaluates to True in the model M with respect to the environment l (i.e., a look-up table for free variables in P). The model M together with l in which P is true represents a system s that satisfies the requirement. From now on, all the formulae P that express properties will be in the form where
(2) P = x (p 1 … p n ), where n 1 p n is a disjunction of literals which are atomic formulae (atoms) or their negation.
An atomic formula is a predicate symbol applied over terms. In the rest of the paper we use the notation (p 1 … p n ) for (p 1 … p n ).
In the following we give the semantics of the change "Add Constraint to Property of Requirement".
Add Constraint to Property of Requirement
Let R be the requirement before adding the constraint ct to the property pt, and R l be the requirement after adding the constraint ct to the property pt. P and P l are formulas for R and R l . P is in conjunctive normal form as follows:
R becomes R l after adding ct to the property pt of R iff P l is derived from P by replacing every p j in P with p j l for j 1..n such that the following two statements hold:
) is satisfiable for all j 1..n This change is similar to refining a requirement (see the refines relation in
Supplementary Material A). The idea behind the change is to make the requirement more restrictive by adding a constraint. Therefore, the requirement after the change is a refinement of the requirement before the change.
Change Propagation in Requirements Models
Our approach in this paper heavily depends on the output of our previous work [20] for change impact analysis in requirements. Change propagation in requirements lies at the heart of our previous work. It is a process of deducing new proposed changes in a requirements model based on an initial set of proposed changes. The requirements relations and change types are used to determine if a change in a requirement has an impact (is propagated) on directly related requirements. In this section we give a brief overview of our previous work [20] for change propagation in requirements. The reader is referred to [20] for the details such as how we avoid cyclic change impacts in change propagation and how multiple parallel requirements changes are taken into account.
The requirements engineer proposes a change for a requirement based on the change classification. Change alternatives are automatically provided for each directly related requirement by our tool TRIC. The requirements engineer
propagates the change from the impacted requirement to the directly related requirements by choosing changes among the provided alternatives. 'No Impact' is automatically identified for some of the related requirements. Change propagation is done step-by-step. Once a change is propagated to directly related requirements, the next step is to propagate the change to indirectly related requirements from directly related impacted requirements.
Change alternatives are determined based on the semantics of the change types, change rationale and requirements relations. Table 3 gives change alternatives for some of the change types (see the PhD thesis [18] for the complete table). We consider the changes with the domain change rationale since they have an impact on other software development artifacts such as software architecture and source code. Consider the following requirements for the RPM system:
R1
The system shall measure temperature from a patient.
R4
R6
R7
R8 The system shall generate an alarm if the temperature threshold is violated.

R9
R14
The stakeholder poses a change for the RPM system: The system shall warn the doctor with all information about the patient's condition (blood pressure, temperature, etc.) when the temperature threshold is violated. One of the properties in R14 is "warning the doctor when the temperature threshold is violated". We propose the following change.
Proposed Change: Add Constraint to Property of R14
Description of the Proposed Change:
The warning to the doctor should also contain all information about the patient's condition. The proposed change is propagated to the requirements related to R14. Figure   7 gives the requirements related to R14 with distance of 2 (inferred relations are not shown for simplicity). The distance is the number of relations between two requirements.
TRIC automatically lists the impact alternatives for the requirements R7 and R4 which are directly related to R14. R14 contains the properties (storing patient temperature and warning the doctor) given in R4 and R7 via the contains relation.
There are two change alternatives to propagate the change from R14 to R7 and to R4 via the contains relation: 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' or 'No Impact' (see Table 3 ). The change type 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' is chosen for R7 since the property in R7 is the impacted property in R14. 'No Impact' is chosen for R4 since it gives the property "Storing patient temperature" which does not have anything related to the added constraint.
Proposed Change for R7: Add Constraint to Property of R7
Description of the Proposed Change:
The warning to the doctor should also contain all information about the patient's condition. The next step is to propagate the change to the indirectly related requirements.
Since 'No Impact' is chosen for R4, we do not have to check R6 indirectly related to R14 via R4 (see Figure 7) . Therefore, the next propagation is from R7 to its related requirements. We do not illustrate the next step for brevity but the details of the approach and a complete example can be found in our previous work [20] .
The requirements engineer selects among the provided alternatives to propagate the proposed change from one requirement to another step-by-step. As an output of the propagation process we have a set of proposed changes for the impacted requirements with a propagation path in the requirements model.
Identifying Impacted Architectural Elements
The approach in Section 6 enables the requirements engineer to propose a change for a requirement and to propagate the proposed change to related requirements.
The output is a set of proposed/propagated requirements changes in a propagation path in the requirements model. In this paper our technique focuses on determining architectural elements that implement system properties given in requirements to which changes are proposed/propagated. We are concerned with domain changes for requirements (see Section 5.2). By using the formal semantics of requirements relations, changes and traces between R&A, we identify which parts of software architecture are impacted by a proposed requirements change.
The impact is calculated by a change impact function. The function takes a change type, a requirement to which the change is introduced, a set of requirements relations for the requirement and a set of all traces between R&A, as input. The output is a set of architectural elements which are candidate to be impacted by the requirements change. The following is the signature of the change impact function.
impact : SCT × SR × SSRR × SST SSAE
where SCT is the set of change types, SR is the set of requirements, SSRR is the set of sets of requirements relations, SST is the set of sets of traces and SSAE is the set of sets of architectural elements which are candidate in the impact for the requirements change.
Traces in SST can be either generated Satisfies or assigned AllocatedTo traces. Given the domain changes that can be made to the requirements model, we describe change impact rules to determine the impact of each requirements change type in the software architecture. All change impact rules are derived from the semantics of requirements, requirements relations, changes and traces between R&A. According to the type of the change and relations in the propagation path, the function may traverse the propagation path in the requirements model. It identifies which impacted requirement(s) in the propagation path should be traced to determine candidate architectural elements. Then, candidate architectural elements for the impact are identified by tracing from requirements to architecture.
• Candidate Architectural Elements for 'Add a New Requirements Relation', 'Delete Requirements Relation', and 'Update Requirements
Relation': There is no impact on the architecture. These changes do not modify any system property in the requirements model (see refactoring).
• Candidate Architectural Elements for 'Add Property to Requirement': Therefore, it is not possible to automatically identify architectural elements that satisfy the existing properties related to the added property. The added property may be an existing property added to the requirement to improve the structure of the model without modifying overall system properties (see refactoring). In this case there is no impact on software architecture. We cannot identify automatically if the added property is a new system property.
• Candidate Architectural Elements for 'Add a New Requirement': Either architectural elements traced from directly related requirements are candidate for the impact or there is no impact (see Section 7.1).
• Candidate Architectural Elements for 'Delete Requirement' and 'Update Requirement': The propagation path of the change is traversed to identify candidate architectural elements for the impact (see Section 7.2).
Some candidate architectural elements may not be actually impacted because of design decisions taken by the software architect. New architectural elements might be introduced instead of changing the existing ones. Candidate architectural elements are input to take design decisions in the implementation of the change.
Candidate Architectural Elements for 'Add a New Requirement'
An added requirement may introduce a new system property (domain changes). In this case, architectural elements that satisfy existing requirements directly related to the added requirement are candidate for the impact. If there is no new system property (refactoring), there is no impact on architecture. When there is no dependency between the existing requirements and the added requirement, it is not possible to automatically identify any candidate architectural element. Table 4 gives the impact rules for 'Add a New Requirement'. Please note that all impact rules are derived from the semantics of requirements, requirements relations, changes and traces between R&A. The following is the justification of the change impact rule in Table 4 
Justification:
Let R i , R x be requirements and E A be the set of architectural elements that satisfies R i where P i and P x are formulas for R i and R x , and P A is the formula for the system property E A is needed to implement.
= {By using formalization of the refines relation}
= {By using formalization of the satisfies trace}
The fulfillment of P A implies the fulfillment of P i P i also holds for the set of architectural elements E A . The new requirement R x is a refinement of R i . Usually, the architectural elements in E A provide part of the functionality that satisfies P x . The elements in E A can be reused or adapted in order to implement the new requirement R x . Therefore, they are candidate architectural elements for the impact.
The following is the justification of the rule in Table 4 Let RM be a requirements model where P RM is the formula for RM.
The requirements model RM is the set of requirements R 1 , R 2 , … , R k where P 1 , P 2 , … , P k are formulas for R 1 , R 2 , … , R k , and k 1. P RM can also be represented in the following way: x with i and x in CNF and P l is expressed as x with in CNF, we understand the following: R i contains R x iff (P i = x ( x )), and ( ¬ ( x ( x i ))) and ( ¬ ( x ( i ))) are satisfiable. The following is a change impact example with 'Add a New Requirement' in the RPM system.
Change Impact Example with 'Add a New Requirement' (Add R x )
We explain one of the change impact rules in Table 4 for the change type 'Add a New Requirement' with the following requirements of the RPM system.
R5
R15 The system shall store patient Central Venous Pressure (CV Pressure)
measured by the sensor in the central storage.
where (R15 refines R5)
The stakeholders need the following change: Measuring and storing blood pressure is refined further for Pulmonary Artery Pressure (PA pressure).
Therefore, we propose the change 'Add a New Requirement' and the new requirement refines R5.
RX The system shall store patient Pulmonary Artery Pressure (PA pressure) measured by the sensor in the central storage.
where (RX refines R5)
According to Table 4 , architectural elements traced from R5 are candidate for the impact of adding RX where RX refines R5. Figure 8 shows the Satisfies traces for R5 and R15 with the candidate architectural elements. Since the property in RX is the refinement of the system property given in R5, the architectural elements that implement storing patient blood pressure are candidate to be impacted for storing patient PA pressure. Figure 9 shows the part of the RPM architecture in AADL visual notation, that satisfies R5. Before adding RX, R15 is the only requirement that refines R5. Therefore, the part of the RPM architecture in Figure 9 satisfies the refined property in R15
(Storing patient CV pressure measured by the sensor). We inspected the architecture based on the new requirement and the candidate architectural elements. We changed the architecture to get the new requirement satisfied by the architecture. Figure 10 gives the changed part of the RPM architecture. We added a new sensor (Sensor 3) and new event data ports (sd_pa_blood_edp1, sdc_pa_blood_edp1, etc.) to store the patient PA pressure.
The threads sdThr, sdcThr and sdmThr have some new event data ports. The measured PA pressure is stored in the existing data store (sd_blood_strg).
According to our changes, the actual impacted architectural elements are the threads sdThr, sdcThr, sdmThr and the data store sd_blood_strg. We define a recursive function traversing the propagation path. The function takes a change, a requirement to which the change is introduced, a set of relations of the requirement in the propagation path, and a set of traces between R&A as input. The output is a set of candidate architectural elements for the impact. The function traverses the propagation path based on the traversal rules in Table 5 until there is no more relation to be taken. The reader is referred to Supplementary Material C 4 for the algorithm of the function. Table 5 has change types in the rows and requirements relation types in the columns. The traversal rules are derived from the semantics of the change and relation types. A relation in the column is considered for a change in the corresponding row only if the relation is in the propagation path. The changes in the rows of Table 5 represent the changes selected by the requirements engineer among the alternatives in the change impact alternative table (see Section 6).
In the following we explain the traversal function with a simple model. Figure   11 gives an example requirements model where 'Change Constraint of Property of Requirement' is proposed to R2 and propagated to R1 and R5. The requirements engineer can select any impacted requirement in the propagation path to identify candidate architectural elements:
• R5 is selected. In the propagation path, R5 refines R2. The function does not take R2 in the traversal of the path (see the cell for 'Change Constraint of Property of R i ' and 'R i refines R k ' in Table 5 ). There is no more relation of R5 in the propagation path. Therefore, architectural elements satisfying R5 are candidate for the impact in the architecture.
• R2 is selected. In the propagation path, R1 contains R2 and R5 refines R2.
The function does not take R1 in the traversal (see the cell for 'Change
Constraint of Property of R i ' and 'R k contains R i '). It takes R5 to traverse
the path (see the cell for 'Change Constraint of Property of R i ' and 'R k refines R i '). There is no more relation of R2 and R5 in the propagation path. Therefore, architectural elements satisfying R5 are candidate.
• R1 is selected. In the propagation path, R1 contains R2. The function takes R2 to traverse the path (see the cell for 'Change Constraint of Property of R i ' and 'R i contains R k '). In the path, R5 refines R2. As a recursive call, the function takes R5 to traverse the path (see the cell for 'Change Constraint of Property of R i ' and 'R k refines R i '). There is no relation of R5 in the path. Architectural elements satisfying R5 are candidate.
The following is the justification of the traversal rule in Table 5 for the change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' for R i where (R k partially refines R i ).
Traversal Rule for the Change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement'
Candidate architectural elements for the change type 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' for R i where (R k partially refines R i ) and the change is propagated to R k (Add Constraint to Property of Requirement R k ) = Take R k to traverse the propagation path
Justification:
Let R i be a requirement where P i is the formula for R i . P i is represented in a conjunctive normal form (CNF) in the following way:
and p i is disjunction of literals
Let R k be a requirement where P k is the formula for R k .
Let R i l and R k l be the requirements after the changes (Add Constraint to Property of Requirement R i ) and (Add Constraint to Property of Requirement R k )
where P i l and P k l are the formulas for R i l and R k l .
Let E Ai be the set of architectural elements that satisfies R i and E Ak be the set of architectural elements that satisfies R k where P Ai is the formula for the system property E Ai is needed to implement and P Ak is the formula for the system property E Ak is needed to implement.
= {By using formalization of the satisfies trace}
The fulfillment of P Ai implies the fulfillment of P i
The fulfillment of P Ak implies the fulfillment of P k = {By using formalization of the partially refines relation} These properties are not captured by R k . Therefore, the propagation path is traversed for R k .
The following is a change impact analysis example with the change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' in the RPM system.
Change Impact Example with 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement'
We explain the impact analysis for the change type 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' with the example change propagation given in Section 6.
The stakeholders require a change for the RPM system: The system shall warn the doctor with the patient's condition information when the temperature threshold is violated. Initially, the change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' is proposed for R14.
R14 The system shall store patient temperature measured by the sensor in the central storage and it shall warn the doctor when the temperature threshold is violated.
Proposed Change: Add Constraint to Property of R14
Description of the Change: If the temperature threshold is violated, the system shall warn the doctor with the patient's condition information.
The proposed change is propagated in the requirements model (see Figure 12 ).
R4
R7
R8 The system shall generate an alarm if the temperature threshold is violated.
R9
The system shall show the doctor the temperature alarm at the doctors' computers. The property of R14 is 'warning the doctor about the temperature threshold violation'. The constraint added to the property of R14 is 'warning the doctor with the patient's condition information'. The proposed change is propagated to the requirements which contain or refine the property 'warning the doctor about the temperature threshold violation' (see Figure 13 for the propagation path). The requirements engineer can select any impacted requirement in the propagation path to identify the candidate architectural elements. We assume that R14 is selected by the software architect. To identify the candidate architectural elements, the change impact function traverses the propagation path in Figure 13 based on the traversal rules in Table 5 .
According to Table 5 , R k is taken to traverse the propagation path when the change is 'Add constraint to property of R i ' and (R i contains R k ). Since R14 has the change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' and R14 contains R7, R7
is taken to traverse the propagation path. R9 is taken to traverse the propagation path as a next step since R9 has the change 'Add Constraint to Property of Requirement' and R9 partially refines R7 (see the cell for 'Add constraint to property of R i ' and 'R k partially refines R i ' in Table 5 ). There is no other requirement in the propagation path. Therefore, the architectural elements traced from R9 are candidate for the impact (see Figure 14) .
R9 has the most refined property impacted by the proposed change. Therefore, the architectural elements satisfying R9 are identified as candidate to implement the changes proposed for R7, R9, and R14. Figure 15 shows the part of the RPM architecture that satisfies R9. The SDM has the access to the information about the patient's condition such as temperature information. For the temperature information we added new event data ports (sdm_temp_info_edp1, as_temp_info_edp1, cpc_temp_info_edp1, etc.)
starting from the SDM to the AR through the AS. Please note that more data ports should be added to the architecture for other information such as blood pressure.
For brevity we only included the event data ports for the temperature information.
When the generated alarm is received by the SDM, the sdmThr thread transmits the patient's temperature information to the AR via the newly added event data ports. The AR shows the generated alarm with the temperature information to the doctor. To enable the transmission, we updated the dynamic behaviour of the sdmThr, asThr and arThr threads in the behavioral annex of the RPM architecture.
Tool Support
The tool support is the combination of TRIC and Eclipse Model Editor. Figure 17 gives the GUI to select the proposed requirements change in TRIC. Architectural elements traced from the impacted requirement(s) in Figure 18 are candidate for the impact of the selected change in Figure 17 . The Eclipse
Model Editor is used to trace from the impacted requirement(s) to candidate architectural elements in the trace model.
Discussion of the Approach
Chosen Formalization. In our approach, we use a formalization of requirements, their relations and change types in First-Order Logic (FOL). There are other formalizations of requirements, for example, in modal logic and deontic logic [37] . With the formalization in FOL, we can express commonly occurring requirement descriptions such as real-time and performance requirements.
However, there are limitations of the expressivity of FOL. For instance, we do not cover imperfect requirements which can be modeled by fuzzy sets [41] . Dealing with modalities in requirements such as possibility, probability, and necessity is out of scope of our formalization. Our formalization needs to be extended with temporal logic, modal logic or fuzzy sets in order to cover these types of requirements and their changes. Under these limitations, the expressiveness of FOL is sufficient for our change impact analysis approach since our focus is on the commonly occurring requirements.
Chosen Metamodels. Our requirements metamodel contains common entities identified in the literature for requirements models. In the literature there are multiple requirements engineering practices and methods using different structuring and definition of requirements. For instance, Goal-oriented requirements engineering [54] [40] provides a model which allows for decomposing a system goal into requirements with goal trees. The variability management approach [38] deals with producing requirements that can be considered as a core asset in a product line. Since the focus of our approach is on the commonly occurring requirements relations, we investigated and benefited from all these requirements engineering methods which are commonly used to define and represent requirements. The main criterion for constructing our metamodel is the most commonly occurring requirements relations. In the metamodel we left out other entities such as goals, stakeholders, and test cases.
The selected relation types in our requirements metamodel are compatible with the results of an industrial case study [58] which evaluates the applicability of existing dependency types in the literature.
In our previous work [19] , we also show how our requirements metamodel can be customized for different requirements modeling approaches and notations such as Product-line and SysML. Mainly, the requirements relations in our metamodel are customized to support relations in different forms of requirements.
The customization allows using the same semantics and reasoning mechanism of our requirements metamodel for multiple forms of requirements.
We do not have an explicit separation of functional and non-functional requirements in the requirements metamodel. However, the Requirements entity and the requirements relations in the metamodel are sufficient to model both types of requirements. For instance, for a performance requirement PR of a system functionality given in a functional requirement FR, it might be the case that PR refines FR. In our previous work [24] [22] [20] we show how we can model both functional and non-functional requirements with their dependencies based on our requirements metamodel.
The literature also proposes several types of traces, which are similar to the trace types in our trace metamodel but named differently. Paige et al. [45] classifies trace types between any design models and informal requirements as consistent-with, dependency, satisfies, allocated-to, and refines. Khan et al. [32] propose six types of traces which differ only in the type of the source requirement.
Our trace metamodel is abstracted to keep only the very generic types Satisfies and AllocatedTo.
Generalization of Our Approach. In this paper we use AADL to model the RPM architecture. On the other hand, software architecture can be expressed with any other ADL or more generic notations like UML. We only require traces between requirements and software architecture. Our approach identifies which impacted requirement(s) should be traced to software architecture to determine candidate architectural elements. In this respect, our approach is independent of any notation and tool used for modeling software architecture.
Maintaining Traces. The need of trace maintenance depends on the rationale of requirements changes. Domain changes modify the overall system properties and require changes in the architecture. With domain changes, traces between changed requirements and (un-)changed architectural elements might be invalid as well as traces between unchanged requirements and changed architectural elements. Refactoring changes does not modify the overall system properties.
Therefore, only traces from changed requirements might be invalid in refactoring changes.
Tracing Requirements and Architecture to Source Code. Our approach can be combined with code-based change impact analysis techniques [35] using traces between architecture and source code. In addition, some trace generation methods and tools [25] [28] [39] can be utilized to establish traces between requirements/architecture and source code. If source code is automatically generated from the architecture, code changes can be traced and implemented automatically. In some cases, requirements changes are traced directly to source code. It is still beneficial to keep the architecture synchronized with the code and to trace the changes from requirements to architecture because architecture is an aid in understanding and communicating the design of complex systems.
Related Work
A number of approaches in the literature address change impact analysis in software architecture. Jonsson and Lindvall [31] present common strategies for change impact analysis in two categories: automatable (traceability/dependency analysis and slicing techniques) and manual (design documentation and interviews). Automatable analysis strategies often employ algorithmic methods for change propagation [31] . Traceability analysis is the analysis of any relation among artifacts. Therefore, our approach can be considered traceability analysis. architectural elements and decisions using propabilities. This allows architects to perform change impact in software architecture based on probability theory. The main difference with our approach is that the input probabilities have to be entered by the software architect based on his previous experience. Han [27] introduces an approach for impact analysis and change propagation based on dependencies of software artifacts. Propagation rules are defined based on change patterns. A change pattern includes initial and consequent modifications with
Boolean expressions that state the dependencies of the elements involved. Han applies the approach to determine the consequent modifications in design and source code for the initial modifications in design. On the contrary, our approach supports determining impacted architectural elements for requirements changes.
Slicing techniques are mainly developed to understand dependencies using independent slices of the program [16] . Silicing is based on data and control flows in the program. Slicing techniques limit change propagation to the identification of the scope of changes. The work by Tip et al. [51] is an example of slicing techniques for C++ programs. Architectural slicing introduced by Zhao et al. [59] [60] is similar to program slicing. There are multiple ADLs proposed in the literature. Each one focusses on a specific application domain, analysis type, or modelling environment, with its own notation and tools. There might be cases where the architecture is modelled with multiple ADLs. Eramo et al. [13] propose a change propagation approach between multiple architectural languages. The proposed approach ensures that when an architecture model in an ADL has been modified, such modifications are propagated in a finite number of steps to all other models in other ADLs for the same architecture. The approach [13] is complementary to our approach in cases where the architecture is modelled with multiple ADLs. The candidate architectural elements can be identified with our approach for requirements changes. After implementing changes in the architecture, the consistency of the architecture models can be ensured by the change propagation approach [13] .
Byron and Carver [57] presents a systematic literature review of software architecture characteristics. The results of the literature review are used to propose a Software Architecture Characterization Scheme (SACCS). The goal of the scheme is to help the software architect to make decisions about how to address a change request. Our approach can be complemented by SACCS. After identifying candidate architectural elements with our approach, the software architect can use SACCS and candidate elements to make decisions -how to modify architecture for changes in requirements.
The approaches mentioned above focus on change impact analysis mainly within the scope of software architecture. In addition to these approaches, there are more generic impact analysis approaches which can be adapted for software architecture. Event-Based Traceability (EBT) [7] is one of these approaches which supports change impact analysis by automating trace generation and maintenance.
In EBT, requirements and other traceable artifacts, such as design models, are linked through publish-subscribe relationship based on the Observer design pattern [17] . The main purpose of EBT is to determine candidate elements and maintain traces for these elements. changes for UML diagrams/models. Our approach determines the impact in software architecture when a change occurs in a requirement. Here, the requirements changes are fostered by the evolution of the business needs. In our approach, the requirements engineer mainly tries to make the architecture consistent with the business needs given in the requirements model. In the UML based approaches, the main aim is to keep the UML diagrams consistent with each other regardless of the change rationale.
Final Considerations
In this paper, we presented a technique for change impact analysis in software architecture. We use the formal semantics of requirements relations, requirements changes and traces between R&A to identify candidate architectural elements for the impact of requirements changes in the architecture. Most of the approaches and tools such as IBM Rational RequisitePro and DOORS do not focus on formal semantics of requirements relations and traces. We provide a more precise change impact analysis in software architecture which is able to rule out some false positive impacts. Designing architecture based on requirements is a creative process. There are an infinite number of designs that satisfy requirements for a given project. The number of changes over the architecture is infinite. Our approach identifies the architectural elements that implement the impacted system properties given in impacted requirements. These elements give the relevant part of the architecture for the changed/new requirements. The software architect takes candidate architectural elements as input for his/her decision about which architectural elements to be changed for the changed/new system properties.
Therefore, he/she starts investigating the architecture with the candidate architectural elements in order to change it for requirements changes.
We extended our tool TRIC for our change impact analysis technique. Our tool support needs improvement for usability. The core parts of the tool are implemented. However, the integration of these parts (the integration of TRIC and the Eclipse model editor in Section 8) is currently done manually and we need a user interface to access the Eclipse model editor inside TRIC.
Our approach has limitations for some change types in some particular cases. The task of identifying requirements relations during requirements modeling and generating traces between R&A is vital to our approach. In our previous work [24] [22] we thoroughly studied how to manually identify and assign the initial relations among requirements. The requirements reasoning framework given in [24] also provides a semi-automatic tool support (the reasoning features of TRIC)
to infer new relations from the initial set of relations and check the consistency of the given and inferred relations. Especially, the consistency checking feature improves the correctness of the requirements relations in the model [24] . As a continuum, we presented another approach [21] [23] that provides trace establishment between R&A by using architecture verification together with the semantics of requirements relations and traces. Our approach helps the software architect to ensure the validity of traces between R&A.
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